
In: P. Dr�axler, G.O. Michler, C. M. Ringel, eds., Proceedings of the Euroconference onComputational Methods for Representations of Groups and Algebras, Progress in Mathematics,Birkh�auser, Basel, 1998 (to appear)Some Algorithms in Invariant Theory of Finite Groups�Gregor Kempery and Allan SteelAbstractWe present algorithms which calculate the invariant ring K[V ]G of a �nite group G. Ourfocus of interest lies on the modular case, i.e., the case where jGj is divided by the characteristicof K. We give easy algorithms to compute several interesting properties of the invariant ring,such as the Cohen-Macaulay property, depth, the �-number and syzygies.IntroductionThis paper presents various algorithms for invariant theory of �nite groups, which were implementedin the computer algebra system Magma [4 or 6] during a visit of the �rst author to Sydney. We focuson those algorithms which are new or which have never been written up before, and only sketchthose that can already be found in the literature. Due to improvements of existing algorithmsand a better usage of computational resources by the Magma system, this recent implementationgenerally produces much better timings than the Invar package which was implemented by the �rstauthor in Maple (see Kemper [8]). For general reading on invariant theory, we refer the reader tothe books by Sturmfels [11], Benson [3], and Smith [10].As in the Invar package, the primary goal is the computation of the invariant ring of a given �nitematrix group over a base �eld of arbitrary characteristic. Of particular interest is themodular case,i.e., the case where the characteristic of the base �eld K divides the group order, since in that casethe structure of invariant rings is still not very well understood. We give easy algorithms to calculateproperties of modular invariant rings, such as the Cohen-Macaulay property, depth, free resolutions,the Hilbert series, and the complete intersection property. Our approach to calculating the invariantring is divided into two major steps: we �rst construct a system of primary invariants, i.e.,homogeneous invariants f1; : : : ; fn which are algebraically independent, such that the invariant ringis a �nitely generated module over A = K[f1; : : : ; fn]. In the next step we calculate secondaryinvariants, which is just another term for generators of the invariant ring as an A-module.Section 1 is concerned with the problem of how to produce invariants (of some given degree)most e�ectively. In the next section we come to the methods of �nding primary and secondaryinvariants, where for the secondary invariants we o�er completely di�erent algorithms for each ofthe modular and the non-modular cases. In Section 4 we discuss how properties of the invariantring can easily be calculated.Let us �x some notation. Throughout this article,K will be a �eld (which in the implementationis assumed to be either an algebraic number �eld or a �nite �eld) and G � GLn(K) is a �nite matrixgroup acting from the right on an n-dimensional vector space V �= Kn with basis x1; : : : ; xn. ThusG also acts on the symmetric algebra K[V ] = S(V ), which is the polynomial ring in the variablesx1; : : : ; xn. The invariant ring ff 2 K[V ] j f� = f 8� 2 Gg is denoted by K[V ]G. Since the actionof G preserves the natural grading on K[V ], this is a graded algebra over K.All timings in the examples were obtained on a 200 MHz Sun Ultrasparc 2, running Solaris 5.5.1.�This research was supported in part with the assistance of grants from the Australian Research Council.yThe �rst author thanks John Cannon and the Magma group for their hospitality during his stay in Sydney.1



2 G. Kemper and A. Steel1 Calculating Homogeneous InvariantsThe most basic task is to calculate homogeneous subspaces of invariants, i.e., vector spaces K[V ]Gdconsisting of all homogeneous invariants of degree d. All subsequent algorithms depend on e�ectivemethods for this. There are two basic approaches. The �rst one consists of the application of theReynolds operator �G: K[V ]! K[V ]G; f 7! 1jGj X�2G f�on all (or a su�cient number of) monomials of degree d. This method is only available in thenon-modular case. If G is a permutation group, one can take sums over orbits of monomials. SinceG acts on the set of monomials in this case, the desired basis is given by all these sums, irrespectiveof the characteristic of K.The second method, which we call the linear algebra method, exploits the exact sequence0 �! K[V ]G �! K[V ] �! L�2S(G)K[V ]f 7! (f� � f)�2S(G) ;where S(G) is a generating set for G. This sequence restricts to the homogeneous components. Themap whose kernel is K[V ]Gd is explicitly given, and hence K[V ]Gd can be calculated by solving ahomogeneous system of linear equations in k = dim(K[V ]d) = �n+d�1n�1 � unknowns. This method isavailable for any base �eld K.In the non-modular case, both methods are at hand, so we need to assess the computationalcost of them. The rank of the linear system involved in the linear algebra method is dim(K[V ]d)�dim(K[V ]Gd ). The following proposition gives a reasonable estimate for this rank.Proposition 1. Let ad = dim(K[V ]Gd ) and bd = dim(K[V ]d). ThenlimN!1PNd=0 adPNd=0 bd = 1jGj :Proof. We choose a maximal homogeneous subset S of B := K[V ] which is linearly independentover A := K[V ]G. By Galois theory, S has jGj elements. Let M be the free A-module generatedby S. Every homogeneous element of B can be written as a linear combination of elements of Swith fractions from A as coe�cients, whose denominators are all homogeneous. Since B is �nitelygenerated over A, it su�ces to take one homogeneous denominator a. In other words,M � B � a�1M:Let f(t) =Ps2S tdeg(s) and e = deg(a), then for the Hilbert series of A and B it followsf(t) �H(A; t) � H(B; t) � t�ef(t) �H(A; t) (coe�cient-wise):Writing f(t) =Pmi=0 citi, we obtain for N 2 NNXd=0min(m;d)Xi=0 ciad�i � NXd=0 bd � NXd=0min(m;d+e)Xi=0 ciad+e�i: (1)The left-hand side can be estimated as follows:NXd=0min(m;d)Xi=0 ciad�i = mXi=0 NXd=i ciad�i = mXi=0 ci N�iXd=0 ad!�  mXi=0 ci! N�mXd=0 ad! = jGj � N�mXd=0 ad:



Algorithms in Invariant Theory 3Similarly, the right-hand side of Inequality (1) is bounded from above by jGj �PN+ed=0 ad. Extending(1) by these estimates and dividing through the middle term yieldsjGj � PN�md=0 adPNd=0 bd � 1 � jGj � PN+ed=0 adPNd=0 bd :Now the di�erence between the right-hand side and the left-hand side of this inequality convergesto 0 as N !1 sincePN+ed=N�m+1 adPNd=0 bd � (e+m) � bN+ePNd=0 bd = (e+m) � �N+e+n�1n�1 ��N+nn � ! 0:Hence the limits of both sides are equal, and the result follows.The cost of the linear algebra method can now be estimated as follows: We have a linear systemwith k = �n+d�1n�1 � unknowns and s � k equations (where s is the number of generators by which Gis given), which has rank k � k=jGj. The cost of solving this by Gaussian echelonization and thenback-substitution is (s� 1=3)k3 � (s� 1=2)k2 + 5=6 � k +O�k2(k + s)jGj �arithmetic operations in the base �eld K, i.e., additions and multiplications equally distributed. Inthe case of small �nite �elds, Magma uses packed representations of matrices which speed up thesolution of the linear system considerably.To put up the linear system, we have to apply the group generators to all monomials of degreed. For each generator and each monomial, this means forming a product of d linear forms, whichrequires 2n � d�1Xi=0 �n+ i� 1n� 1 � = 2n � �n+ d� 1n � = 2dk�eld operations. This is not the best way to evaluate all products, but it will yield a su�cientlygood upper bound to see that the solution of the linear system is dominant. The total cost of thelinear algebra method is thus estimated by(s� 1=3)k3 + ((2d� 1)s+ 1=2) k2 + 5=6 � k;where, as before, k = �n+d�1d �.To assess the cost of applying the Reynolds operator to a monomial t = xe11 � � �xenn , we must �rstlook at the stabilizer Gt � G of t. Taking the sets Me = fi j ei = eg � f1; : : : ; ng for e = 1; : : : ; d,we see by unique factorization that a � 2 G lies in Gt if and only if for all e and for all i 2 Methe ith row of � only has one non-zero entry �i which occurs at a column j with j 2 Me, andfurthermore Qde=1Qi2Me �ei = 1. This gives a very quick procedure to decide whether any given� 2 G stabilizes t. On the other hand, we see that we cannot in general expect to have non-trivialstabilizers. Hence the cost of applying the Reynolds operator to m monomials can be estimated by2mdk � jGj:The number m of applications of the Reynolds operator which are required depends on two factors:The �rst one is whether we want to calculate all invariants of degree d or maybe only one or a few,and the second one is luck. Whether or not the application of the Reynolds operator to just a fewmonomials will yield linearly independent invariants depends on the choice of these monomials butalso on the choice of a basis of V . We shall see in Section 3.1 how the chances can be optimized in



4 G. Kemper and A. Steelthe special context of calculating secondary invariants. Certainly m lies between 1 and k. Makingour estimates slightly coarser, we see that the break-even point for k lies somewhere betweenr2d � jGjs and 2d � jGjs(where as above s is the number of generators by which G is given), depending on the value assumedfor m. The Reynolds operator will perform better if k = �n+d�1n�1 � exceeds this point. In order totake the speedup of the linear algebra method arising from packed representations (see above) intoaccount, we assign a multiplicative constant depending only on K to the above break-even point.In the case that G is a permutation group, the invariants are calculated in any case by usingsums over orbits of monomials. Thus the above decision only comes into play when G is not apermutation group and char(K) - jGj. A set of monomials can be submitted to the algorithm withthe e�ect that if the Reynolds operator is used, then it is applied to these monomials �rst. Thiswill become important in Section 3.1.2 Constructing Primary InvariantsThe �rst major step in the calculation of an invariant ring is the construction of a system of primaryinvariants f1; : : : ; fn. These are not uniquely determined by the group, and a good choice of primaryinvariants turns out to be crucial for the e�ectiveness of the calculation of secondary invariants.In fact, if d1; : : : ; dn are the degrees of the fi, then there are d1 � � � dn=jGj secondary invariants inthe Cohen-Macaulay case. In all cases, this is a lower bound. Furthermore, the maximum degreeof a secondary invariant in the Cohen-Macaulay case is d1 + � � � + dn + a, where a is the degreeof the Hilbert series H(K[V ]G; t) as a rational function in t (i.e., the degree of the numeratorminus the degree of the denominator). Hence it is important that the d1; : : : ; dn are chosen assmall as possible. The Magma implementation has a new algorithm given by Kemper [9] whichis guaranteed to yield an optimal system of primary invariants f1; : : : ; fn. This means that theproduct of the degrees of the fi will be minimal, and among the systems of primary invariantshaving minimal degree product, f1; : : : ; fn will have a minimal degree sum. We shall not repeatthe entire algorithm from [9], but rather give an overview and discuss some important aspects.Let us for the moment call a degree vector (d1; : : : ; dn) 2 Nn primary if there exists a systemf1; : : : ; fn of primary invariants with deg(fi) = di. There are some very strong constraints on aprimary degree vector. First, the Hilbert series of K[V ]G must have the formH(K[V ]G; t) = f(t)(1� td1) � � � (1� tdn) (2)with f(t) a polynomial having integral coe�cients (see Section 4.3). In particular, the productd1 � � � dn must be divisible by jGj, since the coe�cient of (1 � t)�n in the Laurent expansion ofH(K[V ]G; t) about t = 1 is 1=jGj (see Smith [10, Theorem 5.5.3]). If the invariant ring is Cohen-Macaulay, the coe�cients of f(t) must be non-negative and are in fact the number of secondaryinvariants of the corresponding degrees. The constraint given by Equation (2) is applicable wheneverthe Hilbert series is known. In the non-modular case and in the case of a permutation group G,this can be calculated by Molien's formula. In the other cases, a further constraint is used, whichfollows from the fact that any system f1; : : : ; fn of homogeneous invariants is a system of primaryinvariants if and only if dim(K[V ]=(f1; : : : ; fn)) = 0; (3)where the dimension is the Krull-dimension. From this it follows by Krull's principal ideal theoremthat dim(K[V ]=(f1; : : : ; fi)) = n� i for all i.



Algorithms in Invariant Theory 5Proposition 2 ([9]). If (d1; : : : ; dn) is a primary degree vector with d1 � d2 � : : : � dn, then theinequality di � minfd j dim�K[V ]=(Pdj=1K[V ]Gj )� � n� igholds for all i.This gives a lower bound for the di which can quite easily be evaluated since the calculation ofKrull dimensions of ideals is available in Magma.Example 3. Take G = W3(F4), the 3-modular reduction of the Weyl group of type F4. His-torically, this is the �rst (modular) reection group whose invariant ring is not a polynomialring (Toda [12]). Setting di = minfd j dim�K[V ]=(Pdj=1K[V ]Gj )� � n � ig, one obtains(d1; d2; d3; d4) = (2; 4; 18; 24). It turns out that the �rst random try of invariants of these de-grees already yields a system of primary invariants. Since these primary invariants are optimal, thisalready shows that K[V ]G is not a polynomial ring. The total running time for this example (whichis dominated by the time for calculating all invariants up to degree 24) is about 5 minutes.If a degree vector satis�es the constraint given by Equation (2) or by Proposition 2, it is aprimary degree vector in most cases. Moreover, being a system of primary invariants is a Zariski-open condition on a tuple (f1; : : : ; fn) 2 K[V ]Gd1 � � � � �K[V ]Gdn (see [9]), hence a random choicef1; : : : ; fn of invariants of the degrees di will usually yield a system of primary invariants. Havingsuch f1; : : : ; fn, it is easy to check Equation (3) to see whether they provide primary invariants.It is hence a good strategy to get the best degree vector satisfying the above constraints whichare applicable for the particular group, calculate random invariants of these degrees and test thecondition (3). In most cases, this will yield an optimal system of primary invariants and onlyrequires one Gr�obner basis calculation (for the �nal dimension test), and a quite limited numberof Gr�obner basis calculations if Proposition 2 is used. However, the problem is that there aredegree vectors which satisfy the constraints but are not primary. Furthermore, it might happenthat a vast number of unlucky invariants of some degrees d1; : : : ; dn are tried without success evenif (d1; : : : ; dn) is a primary degree vector. If K is a �nite �eld, this can be excluded by simplylooping over all homogeneous invariants of some degrees. Hence to obtain an algorithm which isguaranteed to yield an optimal system of primary invariants, we need a criterion which decideswhether a degree vector is primary or not in the case that K is in�nite. This is provided by thefollowing proposition, which is the key to the general algorithm.Proposition 4 ([9]). Let A = �1d=0Ad be a graded commutative algebra over an in�nite �eld K =A0 and let n 2 N0 and d1; : : : ; dk 2 N. Then the following conditions are equivalent:(a) There exist homogeneous f1; : : : ; fk 2 A with deg(fi) = di such thatdim�A=(f1; : : : ; fk)� � n� k:(b) For each subset M � f1; : : : ; kg we havedim A,(Xi2M Adi)! � n� jM j:If K is a �nite �eld, then the implication \(a) ) (b)" still holds.Observe that the conditions in (b) can be checked algorithmically. In the proof of the implication\(b) ) (a)" the existence of a homogeneous element f1 2 Ad1 such that A=(f1) satis�es theconditions in (b) for the degree vector (d2; : : : ; dk) is shown. This f1 can be found by a loop overelements of Ad1 . Then f1 can be extended to a system f1; : : : ; fk with dim(A=(f1; : : : ; fk)) � n�k.We thus arrive at the following method: Loop over all degree vectors (d1; : : : ; dn), ordered by rising



6 G. Kemper and A. Steelproducts and sums, and check the conditions (b) from Proposition 4. When a degree vector is foundwhich satis�es (b), recursively construct primary invariants f1; : : : ; fn. If K is a �nite �eld and onsome recursion level no fi has been found even after looping through the complete space Adi , thenproceed to the next degree vector.Clearly this approach always produces an optimal system of primary invariants, but it has thedrawback that it requires 2n+1�1 Gr�obner basis calculations for the dimension test even if the �rstdegree vector that is tested is actually a primary degree vector. The \random approach" describedabove is in a sense complementary to it and only requires one Gr�obner basis calculation if successful.The actual algorithm implemented in Magma brings these two approaches together. It has an outerloop over degree vectors which satisfy the applicable constraints. For each such degree vector, arandom choice of fi is tested �rst. If that is unsuccessful, then increasingly more of the conditionsfrom Proposition 4(b) are brought in. More precisely, if at some stage an f1 is chosen which failsto be extendible to a system f1; : : : ; fk, then the conditions for this k are brought in, which in thecase of in�nite K guarantees that the next f1 will be extendible further. This algorithm combinesthe virtue of always producing an optimal system of primary invariants with probabilistically goodrunning times. Indeed, we obtained quite good timings in comparison with other algorithms for theconstruction of primary invariants (see [9]).3 Calculating Secondary InvariantsIn this section we assume that primary invariants f1; : : : ; fn for G have been chosen and we setA = K[f1; : : : ; fn]. The next task is to calculate secondary invariants, i.e., generators for K[V ]Gas a module over A. We have completely di�erent algorithms for each of the modular and thenon-modular cases.3.1 The non-modular caseIf char(K) - jGj, we can easily calculate the Hilbert series H(K[V ]G; t) by Molien's formula. Com-paring this to Equation (2) gives us complete information about the number and degrees of secondaryinvariants which are needed. In particular, their number is deg(f1) � � � deg(fn)=jGj. We then �ndsecondary invariants by the following consideration: for any homogeneous invariants g1; : : : ; gm itis equivalent that they generate R := K[V ]G as a module over A and that they generate the vectorspace R=(f1; : : : ; fn)R, where the index R means that we are taking an ideal in R. This is seen byan easy induction on degrees (Proposition 8 on page 10). But due to the Reynolds operator, thenatural map R=(f1; : : : ; fn)R ! K[V ]=(f1; : : : ; fn)(with the right ideal taken in K[V ]) is injective. Hence if m = deg(f1) � � � deg(fn)=jGj, theng1; : : : ; gm are a complete set of secondary invariants if and only if they are linearly indepen-dent modulo (f1; : : : ; fn). Note that we can reduce the gi modulo (f1; : : : ; fn) by using a Gr�obnerbasis, which has already been calculated for doing the dimension test involved in constructing theprimary invariants.A further optimization ensues from the fact that the Reynolds operator �G is a homomorphismof modules over K[V ]G and in particular of modules over A. Hence all secondary invariants can beobtained by applying �G to a basis of K[V ] over A. But such a basis is obtained by taking a basis ofK[V ]=(f1; : : : ; fn), which can be chosen to consist of monomials. Restricting the set of monomialsin such a way, we can substantially increase the chances of �nding suitable invariants by just a fewapplications of �G.The algorithm, which is listed as Algorithm 5 on the next page, does not only calculate a minimalsystem of secondary invariants, but it also produces a subset of irreducible secondary invariants suchthat each secondary invariant is a power product of the irreducible ones. Here a secondary invariantis called irreducible if it cannot be written as a polynomial expression in the primary invariants and



Algorithms in Invariant Theory 7the other secondary invariants, and 1 is considered as the empty power product. Hence the subsetM of irreducible secondary invariants produced by Algorithm 5 is a minimal system of generatorsof K[V ]G as an algebra over A. The calculation of a subset of irreducible secondary invariantshas several important bene�ts: �rst, we gain more insight into the structure of the invariant ring.Second, fewer \fresh" invariants, especially of high degrees, have to be calculated. Third, thecalculation of syzygies will be considerably simpler (see Section 4.5).Input: Primary invariants f1; : : : ; fn.Output: Secondary invariants g1; : : : ; gm, and a subset M of irreducible secondary invariants suchthat each gi is a power product of the elements of M .BeginCalculate a Gr�obner basisB of (f1; : : : ; fn) w.r.t. any term order, and monomialsm1; : : : ;mrforming a basis of K[V ]=(f1; : : : ; fn).Obtain numbers k0; : : : ; ke 2 N0 from (1� td1) � � � (1� tdn) �H(K[V ]G; t) =Pei=0 kiti, wheredi = deg(fi).Set M := ; and m := 1.For d = 0; : : : ; e doSet k := 0 and h := 0 (h will be a linear polynomial in indeterminates t1; : : : ; tkd withcoe�cients in K[V ]).For all power products g of elements of M having degree d doIf k = kd then break.Calculate the normal form gred of g w.r.t. B.If the linear system gred = h(t1; : : : ; tkd) is not solvable for the ti-variables thenset gm := g, m := m+ 1, k := k + 1, and h := h+ gred � tk.end forFor i = 1; 2; : : : doIf k = kd then break.Calculate the ith linearly independent invariant g of degree d, using the monomialsm1; : : : ;mr if the Reynolds operator is applied (see Section 1).Calculate the normal form gred of g w.r.t. B.If the linear system gred = h(t1; : : : ; tkd) is not solvable for the ti-variables thenset gm := g, m := m+ 1, k := k + 1, h := h+ gred � tk, and M :=M [ fgg.end forend forend. Algorithm 5: Calculate secondary invariants in the non-modular caseExample 6.(a) A three-dimensional representation of G = A5 is given by the generators0@1 0 ��0 0 �10 1 �� 1A ;0@�1 �1 ��� 0 ��� 0 11A ;where �2 � �� 1 = 0 and K = Q(�). The Hilbert series is calculated by Molien's formula to



8 G. Kemper and A. Steelbe H(K[V ]G; t) = 1 + t15(1� t2)(1� t6)(1� t10) :Trying the �rst invariants of degree 2, 6 and 10 yields primary invariants at once. The �rstof the basis monomialsm1; : : : ;mr obtained in the �rst step of Algorithm 5 having degree 15is x22x133 , and applying the Reynolds operator to it yields the missing secondary invariant ofdegree 15. The entire calculation takes less than half a second.(b) We consider the group G � GL4(C ) of order 36 generated by the matrices0BB@� 0 0 00 �� 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 11CCA and 0BB@1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 � 00 0 0 ��1CCA ;where � = e2�i=3. The Hilbert series isH(K[V ]G; t) = 1 + 2t3 + 3t6 + 2t9 + t12(1� t3)2(1� t6)2 :Again in less than 2 seconds, Magma �nds primary invariants x31; x33; x62; x64 and secondaryinvariants 1; h1 = x1x22; h2 = x3x24; h21; h1h2; h22; h21h2; h1h22; h21h22. The irreducible secondaryinvariants are h1 and h2. Observe that we only had to calculate invariants up to degree 6.3.2 The modular caseIn [8], the �rst author gave an algorithm for calculating secondary invariants in the modular case.Here we present a variant of this algorithm.We �rst choose a subgroup H � G (for example, H = f1g) and calculate secondary invariantsh1; : : : ; hr of H , where we take the primary invariants f1; : : : ; fn of G as primary invariants forH also. This is done either by recursion or by the non-modular Algorithm 5. If K[V ]H is notCohen-Macaulay, it is useful to calculate the A-linear relations between the hi also by the methoddescribed in Section 4.2. In other words, we calculate the kernel S of the map Ar ! K[V ]H givenby the hi, where Ar is a free module over A with free generators to which we assign the degrees ofthe hi. The map K[V ]H �! M�2S(G=H)K[V ]; f 7! (f� � f)�2S(G=H)has the kernel K[V ]G, where S(G=H) is a subset of G which together with H generates G. Weobtain the following commutative diagram of graded A-modules with exact rows and columns:0 0 0x?? x?? x??0 �! K[V ]G �! K[V ]H �! M�2S(G=H)K[V ]x?? x?? x??0 �! M �! Ar �! Akx?? x?? x??0 �! M \ S �! S 0x?? x??0 0



Algorithms in Invariant Theory 9Here Ak ��!L�2S(G=H)K[V ] is given by the fact that K[V ] is a free module of rank Qni=1 deg(fi)over A, hence k is jS(G=H)j times this rank. The map Ar ! Ak is de�ned by the commutativity,and M is its kernel. Observe that all maps in the above diagram are degree-preserving. Now bycalculating generators for M , one obtains generators for K[V ]G, i.e., secondary invariants. ButM is the kernel of a linear map between two free modules over the polynomial algebra A, so itsgenerators can be calculated by the syzygy function of Magma.In fact the e�ort of putting up the map Ar ! Ak turns out to be comparable to or evengreater than the e�ort of the actual syzygy calculation. To obtain this map, we have to �nd therepresentations of all h�i �hi (i = 1; : : : ; r; � 2 S(G=H)) as elements ofLlj=1 A �mj , where the mjare (free) generators of K[V ] as an A-module, which are pre-calculated. This is done by equatingh�i � hi to a general element of the homogeneous K-subspace ofLlj=1 A �mj of degree d = deg(hi)with unknown coe�cients. Comparing coe�cients then leads to an inhomogeneous system of linearequations over K for these unknown coe�cients, and solving it yields the desired representation.In this situation it is quite common that calculations in the same degree, say d, occur very often.A signi�cant speedup arises from the fact that all the related inhomogeneous systems can be solvedwith only one nullspace computation. The general element of the homogeneous K-subspace ofdegree d is formed only once and only a slight extension of the usual nullspace algorithm allows thedetermination of all of the desired representations simultaneously. Since only one construction andechelonization of the space is needed to determine all the representations it is much more e�cientto use this method than to build and solve separate systems for each of the polynomials havingdegree d.Example 7.(a) We continue Example 3, where the primary invariants of the 3-modular reduction of the Weylgroup of type F4 have already been calculated. To calculate secondary invariants, we choosea Sylow subgroup of order 128 as the subgroup H , hence r = 2 � 4 � 18 � 24=128 = 27. Ittakes more than two hours to set up the map Ar ! Ak and then only about two minutes tocalculate its kernel. The result is secondary invariants of degrees 0, 10 and 20.(b) The 6-dimensional indecomposable representation of the cyclic group Z8 of order 8 over K =F2 is generated by the matrix 0BBBBBB@1 0 0 0 0 01 1 0 0 0 00 1 1 0 0 00 0 1 1 0 00 0 0 1 1 00 0 0 0 1 1
1CCCCCCA :It takes 5.3 seconds to �nd (optimal) primary invariants of degrees 1, 2, 2, 2, 4, 8. Secondaryinvariants are then calculated in about 8 minutes. The resulting number of secondary invari-ants is 43 and their maximal degree is 13. To the best knowledge of the authors, invariantrings of indecomposable representations of cyclic groups of dimensions exceeding 5 have neverbeen calculated before.Since in the above algorithm the number r of secondary invariants for K[V ]H is bounded frombelow by deg(f1) � � � deg(fn)=jH j with equality in the Cohen-Macaulay case, it is important thatthe subgroup H is chosen as large as possible. This will lead to a minimal number of linear systemsto be solved for putting up the map Ar ! Ak, and it will minimize the e�ort of calculating thekernel of this map. By default, the Magma implementation chooses H as a p0-Sylow subgroupof maximal order with p0 6= char(K). Other subgroups can be submitted by the user. Another,complementary, approach is to calculate secondary invariants for a p-Sylow subgroup P of G �rst,where p = char(K), and then to obtain secondary invariants for K[V ]G by using the relativeReynolds operator �G=P : K[V ]P ! K[V ]G (see, Campbell et al. [5] or Smith [10, p. 28]). This



10 G. Kemper and A. Steelapproach is in development. One could also calculate K[V ]P by applying the algorithm recursively,where each step consists of an extension of the current subgroup by an index p. There is someexperimenting involved as to what approach should be best, and the answer will probably dependvery much on the special situation.4 Properties of the Invariant RingIn this section we discuss how some important properties of the invariant ring can be computedafter primary and secondary invariants have been found. The properties dealt with in 4.1{4.3 areonly relevant in the modular case. We use the fact that the algorithm from Section 3.2 yields theinvariant ring K[V ]G as the quotient M=(M \ S) of submodules of Ar.4.1 Minimal secondary invariants and the Cohen-Macaulay propertyWe �rst make a general, well-known remark on generating systems of homogeneous modules.Proposition 8. Let A = P1d=0Ad be a commutative graded algebra over a �eld K = A0 andM = P1d=N Md a graded A-module with N 2 Z. Then it is equivalent for a subset S � M ofhomogeneous elements that S generates M as an A-module and that S generates M=A+M as avector space over K. Here A+M is the submodule of M generated by the elements a � g with a 2 Ahomogeneous of positive degree and g 2M .In particular, if M is �nitely generated, it is equivalent for a homogeneous generating set to beminimal in the sense that no generator can be omitted and to have minimal cardinality.Proof. Clearly if S generates M , it also generates M=A+M as a K-vector space.Now suppose that S generatesM=A+M and let g 2M be homogeneous of some degree d. Thenby assumption g = mXi=1 �igi + rXj=1 ajhjwith g1; : : : ; gm 2 S, �i 2 K, aj 2 A+ and hj 2 M . By multiplying out homogeneous partsand omitting those summands which are not of degree d, we can assume that the aj and hj arehomogeneous with deg(ajhj) = d. Hence deg(hj) < d and hj lies in the submodule spanned by Sby induction on d, which works since fN;N + 1; N + 2; : : : g is a well-ordered set. Hence g lies inthe module spanned by S.The assertion about minimality of generating systems now follows from the corresponding prop-erty of vector spaces.In the non-modular case, Algorithm 5 already yields a minimal system of secondary invariants,so we now turn to the modular case and use the notation from Section 3.2.If K[V ]H is Cohen-Macaulay, then K[V ]G �= M , and a minimal system of generators for Myields a minimal system of secondary invariants of K[V ]G. Obtaining a minimal generating systemforM from a possibly redundant one amounts to a series of membership tests of submodules, whichare done by linear algebra. In general, however, K[V ]G �=M=(M\S) �= (M+S)=S. If B1 generatesS, then a subset B2 � M generates M=(M \ S) if and only if B1 [ B2 generates M + S. Hencea minimal system of secondary invariants for K[V ]G can be found by minimally completing B1to a system of generators for M + S. By default, this minimization is performed by the Magmaimplementation.If m is the cardinality of a minimal system of secondary invariants, then K[V ]G is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if m = deg(f1) � � � deg(fn)jGj (4)



Algorithms in Invariant Theory 11(see, for example, Kemper [8, Proposition 12]). Hence checking the Cohen-Macaulay property isalso an easy exercise once the primary and secondary invariants have been calculated.4.2 Module-syzygies and depthIf K[V ]G is not Cohen-Macaulay, then our minimal generating set of K[V ]G over A will containrelations. Let us call these relationsmodule-syzygies in order to avoid confusion with the syzygiestreated in Section 4.5. We use the notation of Section 3.2 and complete a generating system of Sto a generating system of M + S in order to obtain a minimal system of secondary invariants (seeabove). This yields an epimorphism F 0 � F ! M + S � Ar, where F and F 0 are free A-moduleswith F corresponding to the generators of S and F 0 corresponding to its completion. The kernel Nof this epimorphism can be calculated by the standard syzygy function of Magma. We obtain thefollowing commutative diagram of A-modules with exact rows and columns:0 0 0x?? x?? x??0 �! N 0 �! F 0 �! M=(M \ S) �! 0x?? x?? x??0 �! N �! F 0 � F �! M + S �! 0Here F 0 � F ! F 0 is the �rst projection, and N 0 is the image of N under it. We have to show theexactness at F 0. By the commutativity, any element fromN 0 is mapped to 0 under F 0 !M=(M\S).Conversely, suppose that v2 2 F 0 is mapped to 0. Then it is mapped to an element m 2 M \ Sunder F 0 !M . Hence there exists v1 2 F which is mapped to m under F ! S, and v2 � v1 lies inN . Now v2 2 N 0 by construction.As K[V ]G �=M=(M \ S), N 0 consists exactly of the module-syzygies by the above diagram. Sowe see that module-syzygies can be calculated quite easily.Carrying the calculations further in this way and calculating syzygies of N 0 and so on, we obtaina minimal free resolution0 �! Fr �! : : : �! F1 �! F0 �! K[V ]G �! 0 (5)of K[V ]G (as a graded A-module). Each step consists of a simple application of the standard syzygyfunction and a minimization of generators. If Fr 6= 0, then by the Auslander-Buchsbaum formulawe obtain depth(K[V ]G) = n� r(see Kemper [8]). All these calculations are relatively easy once the secondary invariants have beenfound.Example 9. In Example 7(b), it is clear by the criterion (4) that the invariant ring of the 6-dimensional indecomposable representation of Z8 over F2 cannot be Cohen-Macaulay. Hence thedepth is at most 5. It takes 4.5 seconds to calculate a minimal free resolution of the invariant ring.This turns out to have the length r = 3, hence the depth is in fact 6� 3 = 3, in accordance withthe famous result by Ellingsrud and Skjelbred [7], which says that the invariant ring of anindecomposable representation of a cyclic group always has depth 3 (provided that the dimensionof the representation is at least 3).4.3 The Hilbert seriesThere are two methods to obtain the Hilbert series of the invariant ring.



12 G. Kemper and A. Steel(a) If a free resolution (5) has been calculated, thenH(K[V ]G; t) = rXi=0(�1)iH(Fi; t):Note that all Fi occurring in (5) are graded free modules, where the grading is such that thehomomorphisms are degree-preserving. If d1; : : : ; dr are the degrees of the free generators ofan Fi, then H(Fi; t) = td1 + � � �+ tdr(1� tdeg(f1)) � � � (1� tdeg(fn)) :(b) Since H(K[V ]G; t) = H(M; t) � H(M \ S; t) (again using the notation from Section 3.2),The Hilbert series can be obtained by calculating Gr�obner bases for M and for M \ S andthen computing the Hilbert series of these modules by an algorithm given by Bayer andStillman [2]. This algorithm is purely combinatorial and only uses the leading monomialsof the Gr�obner bases. Note that in many cases S = 0 due to the choice of the subgroup H .If a free resolution has been calculated, the method (a) amounts to a mere bookkeeping task.But according to our experience, the second method never takes any noticeable amount of timecompared to the time required for the calculation of primary and secondary invariants. Hence theimplementation uses method (b) in all cases.Example 10. We consider the cyclic group G of order 7 generated by the matrix0BBBB@1 0 0 0 01 1 0 0 00 1 1 0 00 0 1 1 00 0 0 1 11CCCCA 2 GL5(F7 ):The invariant ring is calculated in about 4 minutes. The degrees of the primary invariants are 1, 2,2, 6, and 7. The subsequent calculation of the Hilbert series takes 4 seconds. The result isH(K[V ]G; t) = t13 + 2t10 + 2t9 + 4t8 + 3t7 + 3t6 + 4t5 + 2t4 + 2t3 + 1(1� t)(1� t2)2(1� t6)(1� t7) :This coincides with a result of Almkvist [1], which gives Hilbert series of all invariant rings ofindecomposable representations of cyclic groups and in this case readsH(K[V ]G; t) = 17 X�2�7 4Yj=0 11� �4�2j t ;where the sum runs over the set �7 of the 7th complex roots of unity.4.4 Fundamental invariants and �Given homogeneous invariants f1; : : : ; fm 2 K[V ]G it is equivalent that they generate K[V ]G as aK-algebra and that they generate the ideal K[V ]G+ E K[V ]G spanned by the invariants of positivedegree. This observation, which is proved as Proposition 8, is in fact the starting point of Hilbert'sproof of the �niteness theorem. Now by Proposition 8 the latter condition is in turn equivalent tosaying that f1; : : : ; fm generate the quotient module K[V ]G+=(K[V ]G+)2 as a vector space over K.So again we see that a system of generators of K[V ]G as an algebra over K which is minimal in thesense that no element can be omitted also has minimal cardinality, and the degrees of its members



Algorithms in Invariant Theory 13are uniquely determined. The maximum of these degrees is often denoted by �(V;G), and membersof a minimal generating system are called fundamental invariants.By taking the primary and the secondary invariants together, we have a system of generatorsfor K[V ]G as a K-algebra. It is in fact su�cient to take the irreducible secondary invariants if theyhave been calculated (see Section 3.1). This system can be minimized by taking the elements f inturn and for each one testing if f is contained in the algebra generated by the current system offundamental invariants minus f . The test again comes down to a linear system overK, obtained byequating f to a general element of the K-subspace of degree-d elements of the algebra generated bythe current fundamental invariants minus f . If it is solvable, then f can be omitted from the systemof fundamental invariants. Again this method is optimized by collecting all relevant calculations ofone degree into a single system of equations (see page 9).Example 11. In Example 7(b), the minimal secondary invariants of the 6-dimensional indecompos-able representation over F2 of the cyclic group Z8 were calculated. When extracting fundamentalinvariants from these and the primary invariants, 9 secondary invariants, including those of de-grees 12 and 13, can be omitted. Hence �(V;G) = 11 and the minimal number of algebra generatorsof the invariant ring is 40. The extraction of fundamental invariants takes about 4 minutes.4.5 SyzygiesSections 2 and 3 were devoted to �nding generators of K[V ]G as an algebra over K. In the non-modular case, these are given by the primary invariants and the irreducible secondary invariantsh1; : : : ; hr, where all secondary invariants g1; : : : ; gm are power products of the hi. We writegi = pi(h1; : : : ; hr), where pi are power products of indeterminates t1; : : : ; tr. In the modular case,let h1; : : : ; hr be all secondary invariants which have degree > 0. We are now interested in algebraicrelations between these generators, i.e., we are are looking for the kernel J of the homomorphismA[t1; : : : ; tr]! K[V ]G; ti 7! hiof graded K-algebras, where we set deg(ti) = deg(hi). To calculate these relations is one of thebasic tasks of invariant theory, since they de�ne the quotient variety V=G = Spec(K[V ]G). Sincethe primary invariants are algebraically independent, there is no necessity to replace them byindeterminates in this paper, though they are of course represented symbolically in the Magmaimplementation. There is a standard Gr�obner basis method using tag-variables for calculating thiskernel. But Gr�obner bases can be avoided since the following proposition reduces the calculationof syzygies to a pure linear algebra problem.Proposition 12. In the above situation, let S � J be a set containing(a) generators for the module-syzygies, i.e., for the A-module J \�mi=1A � pi,(b) for each pair gi and hk such that pi � tk is none of the pj, a relation of the form pitk � fi;kwith fi;k 2 �mj=1A � pj.Then J is spanned by S.Proof. Let J 0 be the ideal generated by S. For a power product p of the tj , let pi be a maximalsubproduct of p which is one of the pj and write D(p) for the length (i.e., number of factors) ofp=pi. We prove by induction on D(p) that p is congruent to an element of �mj=1A � pj modulo J 0. IfD(p) = 0, we are done. Otherwise, p = pi � tk � q for some k. By the assumption, pi � tk is congruentto an element of �mj=1A � pj . But for all j we have D(pj � q) � length(q) < D(p), hence by inductionall pj � q lie in �mj=1A � pj modulo J 0, and so does p.Now let f 2 A[t1; : : : ; tr] be a polynomial which maps to 0 under A[t1; : : : ; tr] ! K[V ]G. Bythe above, f � g mod J 0 with g 2 �mj=1A � pj , hence g maps to 0, too. By the �rst assumption, glies in J 0 and thus also f 2 J 0.



14 G. Kemper and A. SteelThe calculation of module-syzygies, which only exist in the modular case, was discussed inSection 4.2. Finding the representations of gihk is done by the following linear algebra method: Weform a general degree-d element of Pmj=1 Agj (with unknown coe�cients) and equate it to gihk,where d = deg(gihk). This is an inhomogeneous system of linear equations over K. Solving itwill yield the desired representation. As above, a considerable speedup is achieved by doing allcomputations of one degree in a single linear system.We can obtain a minimal generating set for J and at the same time avoid a considerable amountof computation by using the following strategy: First order the products gihk by rising degrees.Then for each product gihk of degree d, consider a general degree-d element of the ideal J 0 � Jgenerated by the relations obtained so far. It is again a linear algebra problem to decide if thereexists a specialization of the unknown coe�cients involved which yields the desired representationfor gihk. If such a specialization exists, then we do not have to calculate the representation, and nonew generator has to be added to J .It is of considerable interest to obtain a minimal generating system for J , since K[V ]G is saidto be a complete intersection if such a system has exactly r elements.Example 13. The group G =W3(F4) studied in examples 3 and 7(a) has secondary invariants 1 andg10 of degree 10, and a further secondary invariant of degree 20, for which g210 can be taken. SinceEquation (4) is ful�lled, they are linearly independent over A, and we only need one relation forg310, and K[V ]G is a complete intersection. The relation is found in 13 seconds, but it is too messyto be printed here.On the other hand, consider the cyclic group G � GL2(C ) generated by �� 00 �� with � = e2�i=3.We �nd primary invariants f1 = x31 and f2 = x32, and secondary invariants 1, h1 = x1x22 andh2 = x21x2, from which h1 and h2 are irreducible. A minimal system of relations ish21 = f2h2; h22 = f1h1; h1h2 = f1f2;hence K[V ]G is not a complete intersection.References[1] Gert Almkvist, Invariants of Z=pZ in Charcteristic p, in: Invariant Theory (Proc. of the 1982Montecatini Conference), Lecture Notes in Math. 996, Springer-Verlag, Heidelberg, Berlin1983.[2] Dave Bayer, Mike Stillman, Computation of Hilbert Functions, J. Symbolic Computation 14(1992), 31{50.[3] David J. Benson, Polynomial Invariants of Finite Groups, Lond. Math. Soc. Lecture NoteSer. 190, Cambridge Univ. Press, Cambridge 1993.[4] Wieb Bosma, John J. Cannon, Catherine Playoust, The Magma Algebra System I: The UserLanguage, J. Symbolic Computation 24 (1997).[5] H. E. A. Campbell, I. Hughes, R. D. Pollack, Rings of Invariants and p-Sylow Subgroups,Canad. Math. Bull. 34(1) (1991), 42{47.[6] John J. Cannon, Catherine Playoust, Magma: A new computer algebra system, EuromathBulletin 2(1) (1996), 113{144.[7] Geir Ellingsrud, Tor Skjelbred, Profondeur d'anneaux d'invariants en caract�eristique p, Com-pos. Math. 41 (1980), 233{244.
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